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I. Introduction
Recent revision of the International System of units (SI) presents 
fundamental metrology withthe most profound paradigm changes 
since the implementation of the SI by 11th General Conferenceon 
Weights and Measures in 1960. The modern SI, based on the seven 
base units second, metre,kilogram, ampere, kelvin, mole, and 
candela, has been up to now very successful in ensuring worldwide 
consistency and uniformity of measurements.This paper reviews 
developments of basic electrical standards (particularly voltage, 
resistance and current) over the past three decades emphasizing 
the respective development of quantum standards.

II. Voltage
The volt was maintained in national laboratories using specially 
constructed batteries called standard cells. The United States used 
a design called the Weston cell (Fig. 1) from 1905 to 1972. The 
uncertainty of voltage measurement was limited by the Uncertainty 
of SI voltage realization maintained by Weston cells (the voltage 
is stated to be 1.01830 International Volts at 20°C). 

Fig. 1: Weston Cell (accuracy ~ 1ppm)

In 1962, Josephson predicted that in the presence of an applied 
microwave field, a direct superconducting tunneling current could 
pass between superconductors separated by an insulating barrier. 
This current can only pass when the voltage V across the barrier 
satisfies the relationship 

III. 2eV=nhυ
wheree is the electron charge, h the Planck constant, ν the applied 
frequency, and n an integer. 
A structure of a superconductor – insulator – superconductor 
Josephson junction is typically used in DC voltage standards.
In 1990 international agreement was reached, and the defined 
value adopted for the frequency-to-voltage conversion KJ-90   
(2e/h) based on the best knowledge of the volt from absolute 
volt experiments, was a value of 483 597.9 GHz V−1 with a relative 
standard uncertainty of 8.5×10−8. 
With the arrival of single Josephson junctions in the 70’s, there was 
a sharp drop in uncertainty and measurable differences between 
laboratories essentially disappeared.  This happens because the 
Josephson standard is an intrinsic standard whose value depends 
only on frequency and a defined constant.

In the 80’s the uncertainty of Josephson standards was further 
improved by using superconducting integrated circuits with arrays 
of thousands of junctions.  These were the first practical quantum 
voltage standards that could directly realize voltages of 1 to 10 
V without the need for resistor divider networks. By now, the 
fabrication of  a programmable Josephson voltage standard (PJVS) 
(first proposed in 1997) has seen a significant progress in a voltage 
standard system.

IV. Resistance
Various artefact standards were proposed as the definition of the 
unit of resistance. One proposal was to devise a unit based on a 
mercury column that would be coherent - in effect, adjusting the 
length to make the resistance one ohm. The mercury column method 
of realizing a physical standard ohm turned out to be difficult to 
reproduce, owing to the effects of non-constant cross section of 
the glass tubing. Various resistance coils were constructed by 
the British Association and others, to serve as physical artefact 
standards (Fig. 2) for the unit of resistance. The long-term stability 
and reproducibility of these artefacts was an ongoing field of 
research, as the effects of temperature, air pressure, humidity, and 
time on the standards were detected and analyzed.

Fig. 2: OneOhm Resistance Standard (5ppm)

Since 1990 the Quantum Hall effect has been used to define the 
ohm with high precision and repeatability. The QHE takes place 
in special layered semiconductor structures with a 2-dimensional 
sheet of electrons trapped between two of the layers. The quantum 
Hall effect allows the international standard for resistance to be 
defined in terms of the electron charge and Planck’s constant alone. 
The effect comprises the quantization of the Hall resistance in 
two-dimensional electron systems in rational fractions of RK = h/
e2 = 25 812.807 557(18) Ω, the resistance quantum (Fig.3). Despite 
30 years of research into the quantum Hall effect, the level of 
precision necessary for metrology—a few parts per billion—has 
been achieved only in silicon and iii–vheterostructure devices.
Usually, Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) is used as the semiconductor. 
The GaAs devices must be cooled to temperatures of 0.3 K using 
a helium-3 refrigerator to observe the QHE.
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Fig. 3: Two QHE Devices: The one on the Left is an InSb Device 
Fabricated at QinetiQ Labs  at Malvern, UK; The one on the 
Right is the GaAs Device Used for Routine Resistance Calibration 
Fabricated at PTB, Germany

A new material which shows promise in many applications 
is Graphene, a single layer of carbon atoms. The electrons in 
Graphene behave as if they have zero effective mass, and the QHE 
has already been observed inGraphene at room temperature. The 
metrological possibilities of Graphene QHE devices are being 
investigated. The capability of the devices  to carry sufficiently 
high currents (10 μA) to perform a resistance calibration needs 
to be established.
The QHE supplies a quantum resistance standard of value RK/i 
(i=2 ou 4), with a relative reproducibility of around 10-10. This new 
technique, based on the redundant connection of the Hall bars, 
makes it possible to develop quantum standards with nominal 
resistance values ranging from 100Ω and 1 MΩ. 

V. Current
 The ampere is defined as the current that, if maintained in each of 
two long parallel wires separated by one meter in free space, would 
produce a force between the two wires (due to their magnetic 
fields) of 2 x 10-7 N (newton) for each meter of length.
This definition of ampere has the effect of fixing the value of µ0, 
the magnetic constant, with additional reference to kg, m, s.  The 
present definition of ampere fixes  µ0  exactly at4π x 10-7 H/m.
The standard ampere is most accurately realized using a watt 
balance (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Current Definition of Ampere Realizable by Force-
Balance

The fact that electrical current is carried by individual charges has 
been known for over 100 years, yet this discreteness has not been 
directly observed so far. Almost all current measurements involve 
measuring the voltage drop across a resistor, using Ohm’s law, in 
which the discrete nature of charge does not come into play. 
However, by sending a direct current through a microelectronic 
circuit with a chain of islands connected by small tunnel junctions, 
the individual electrons can be observed one by one. The quantum 
mechanical tunneling of single charges in this one-dimensional 
array is time correlated, and consequently the detected signal has 
the average frequency f = I/e, where I is the current and e is the 
electron charge. 
NPL, UK has been doing pioneering contributions in realizing the 
current by counting electrons. They have successful in developing 
nano-scale devices ( an electron pump) for moving electrons one 
at a time around an electrical circuit. These devices may form the 
foundation of a future redefinition of the SI base unit for current, 
the ampere. In these electron pumps, a periodic clock signal at a 
frequency f causes a precise number n (usually one) of electrons 
to pass through during each clock period. The current is then given 
by I = nef, where e is the charge on each electron. This behaviour 
is in contrast to everyday electronics - even the most miniaturised 
transistors in modern computers move thousands of electrons per 
clock cycle.The electron pumps use a dynamical quantum dot 
formed using metal gates to create a confining potential with a two 
dimensional electron gas. At low temperature and high magnetic 
field, these devices can trap and release 100,000,000 electrons per 
second with an error rate smaller than 1 in 100,000. the accuracy of 
a semiconductor quantum dot pump can be dramatically improved 
by using specially designed gate drive waveforms. The pump 
can generate a current of up to 150 pA [1], corresponding to 
almost a billion electrons per second, with an experimentally 
demonstrated current accuracy better than 1.2 parts per million 
(ppm) and strong evidence, based on fitting data to a model, that 
the true accuracy is approaching 0.01 ppm. This type of pump is 
a promising candidate for further development as a realisation of 
the SI base unit ampere, following a re-definition of the ampere 
in terms of a fixed value of the elementary charge.

Fig. 5: Metrological Traingle

VI. Concluding Remarks
Since the 1980s, the Josephson effect and the quantum Hall effect, 
related to the fundamentalconstants h and e via the Josephson 
constant KJ and the von Klitzing constant RK, have proven 
theirunexcelled precision and reproducibility of the order of 1 part 
in 109 and better. In order to exploitthese effects for fundamental 
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metrology, i.e. for the reproduction of the electrical SI units volt 
andohm, and to benefit from the increased precision in electrical 
calibrations and measurements, in 1990the 18th General Conference 
on Weights and Measures adopted the so-called conventional 
units forvoltage and resistance (V90 and Ω90), and defined fixed 
values for the Josephson and the von Klitzingconstants (KJ-90 and 
RK-90). Since then, the Josephson voltage standard (JVS) and the 
quantum Hallresistance (QHR) standard have been used for these 
metrological purposes with great precision, repeatability and ease. 
Current standard has yet to play a full part in practical electrical 
metrology. However, recent developments suggest that there are 
many different possible manifestations in which such a current 
standard might be realized. The three quantum standards, taken 
together, define the quantum metrological (electrical) triangle 
(Fig. 5) of standards which would allow the units to be realized 
in terms of different combinations of e and h. 
The conventional electrical units have achieved wide acceptance 
and are commonly used in science and industry. Thus it is highly 
desirable to find a better, non-artefact-based definition of the 
kilogram, and a consequent definition of the ampere that could 
be realized in an easier and more precise way. 
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